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ABSTRACT Background subtraction is a fundamental problem of computer vision, which is usually the first
step of video analytics to extract the interesting region. Most previously available region-based background
subtraction methods ignore the similarity between the pixels, meaning that the information gained from
the pixels that do not contribute, or even contribute negatively to understanding an image, is taken into
account. A new background subtraction model based on random superpixel segmentation under multiple
scales is proposed. A custom region segmentation area is replaced with a superpixel segmentation area that
uses similarity characteristics for pixels in the superpixel area. The compactness of the pixels in the same
superpixel area means that the pixels positively contribute to understanding an image compared with when
using custom region pixels. Superpixel segmentation is performed using the random simple linear iterative
cluster method. Taking random samples during the superpixel segmentation process produces the Matthew
effect, thus improving the robustness and efficiency of the model. Multi-scale superpixel segmentation is
therefore guaranteed to give more accurate results. Standard benchmark experiments using the proposed
approach produced encouraging results compared with the results given by previously available algorithms.

INDEX TERMS Computer vision, motion detection, background subtraction, video segmentation, pattern
recognition.

I. INTRODUCTION
Background subtraction (BS) can allow differences between
each incoming frame and the background video frame model
to be identified.Moving target saliency extraction is an essen-
tial technique in moving target detection, tracking, and recog-
nition systems [1]. Foreground segmentation (FS) depends on
pixel variations. A number of BS algorithms have recently
been proposed, and in most of these the background is
static to allow the relevant moving objects to be clearly
detected. However, video recorded by outdoor cameras may
show dynamic behavior, such as flowing water and leaves
moving in the wind, in uninteresting background objects.
Such dynamic environments mean traditional BS methods
perform poorly. One reason for this is that pixel-based
segmentation detection is used assuming that the back-
ground is static. These methods create a background that

is periodically updated from the scenes, then each pixel is
labeled as background or foreground according to pixel char-
acteristics such as texture and color intensity. This type of
model works well when the background is simple. However,
a pixel is not independent of other pixels [2], and complex
natural environments cause oversensitive detection and make
it hard for a model to adapt to the changes of environment.
ManyBSmodels based on regions have been proposed to deal
with this problem [3]. Neighboring pixels in video frames
always follow a similar motion law. More robust and accu-
rate BS has been achieved in recent models by considering
the effects between adjacent pixels, but region segmentation
clearly gives segmentation noise. The similarity between the
centered pixel and their different neighborhoods are different,
and these neighborhoods shall not share the same contribu-
tion, since some pixels in a neighborhood will make negative
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contributions, decreasing the accuracy and robustness of the
detection results. Therefore, the size of the selected region
is important. Based on this insight, we used the superpixel
segmentation method rather than the region segmentation
method to take full advantage of the similarities between a
pixel and its neighborhood. Compacting pixels in a superpixel
area ensures that the pixels in a neighborhood have positive
effects on the results. Meanwhile, the effects of segmentation
noise can be mitigated.

FIGURE 1. Proposed background subtraction using random superpixels
and multiple scales.

In this study, we improve the simple linear iterative
cluster (SLIC) [4] though random sample. Then, the variation
of superpixels is analyzed byGaussian function to detect fore-
ground objects in a video stream accurately. The proposed
approach, including the foreground detection and background
updating procedures, is shown in Figure 1. In the foreground
detection process (and unlike in the region segmentation
method), the calculated features of the pixels in the superpixel
area are similar since the superpixel segmentation process
performs cluster analysis on the pixels based on the similari-
ties of the pixels. The cluster results do not negatively affect
the boundary information for the objects in the image. More-
over, in the improved SLIC superpixel segmentation method,
we use random center points instead of regional center points,
decreasing the probability that clustering centers will become
object edge points. During the clustering process, region
segmentation causes the Matthew effect, which we find can
generate butter detection results under multiple scales. This
means that variations in the superpixels has clearer pattern for
classification compared with the variations in single pixels or
pixel regions.

After superpixel segmentation, variations in the charac-
teristic intensities of the superpixels are analyzed to label
the superpixels as foreground or background. The segmen-
tation process takes the multiple scale method into account to
improve the accuracy of segmentation. Then, the background
modeling, which is performed by combining the results for
the different scales, is updated using a Gaussian model.

Themethod offers two benefits: 1) superpixels (dense pixel
aggregations) are used instead of specific regions to perform
BS, improving the segmentation accuracy; and 2) a random
factor is used during the superpixel segmentation process, and
the resulting Matthew effect improves the accuracy of the
model.

A short review of BS related to this work is presented in
Section II. The BSmodel based on superpixels is presented in
Section III, including superpixel segmentation, the detection
of motion in the pixels in each superpixel area, and the
background updating model. Experiments in which state-of-
the-art BS models are compared are presented in Section IV.
The results are presented in Section V, followed by some
conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK
BS is a fundamental problem in computer vision, and many
methods are available [3], [5]. We consider how best to
segment moving objects accurately in complex scenes.

In early work, several pixel-based algorithms [6] for
modeling the background using statistical functions were
proposed. These statistical models gave excellent BS perfor-
mances for static environments [7], [8]. AGaussianmodel [5]
and the codebook algorithm [8], in particular, were the
most common ways of segmenting the foreground. A single
Gaussian model [5] has been used to analyze pixel varia-
tions using a Gaussian function. The mixture of Gaussians
(MoG) model increased the number of Gaussian functions
and used the K-Gaussian model for dynamic backgrounds.
The codebook algorithm used one or more codewords to
define a compressed background for long image sequences.
These pixel-based algorithms perform well for indoor scenes,
due to the low complexity. However, their performance
becomes limited once the videos are obtained from complex
outdoor scenes. To handle it, the neighborhood information
are utilized to improve the robustness of background subtrac-
tion method.

Several methods use neighborhood information to improve
the efficiencies of BS algorithms [9]. Varadarajan et al. [10]
proposed a region-based mixture of Gaussians (RMoG)
method, an extension of the MoG model. The RMoGmethod
takes into account the spatial relationships between pixels
and model regions as mixture distributions rather than using
individual pixels. The robustness of the final results are
improved by the use of regions. Some methods use features
with neighborhood information to achieve BS. The local
binary pattern [11] is a feature containing neighborhood
information captured from the pixels and their neighbor-
hoods. The local binary pattern is robust to changes in illumi-
nation and noise, so the algorithmworks well in shaded areas.
Liao et al. [2] developed the local binary pattern into the scale
invariant local ternary patternmethod by performing FS using
the kernel density estimation method. The multiple-scales
method [12] was introduced to extend the codebook algo-
rithm to improve the foreground accuracy. He et al. [13]
proposed an adaptive orthogonal initialization method to
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improve the computational efficiency of the codebook algo-
rithm.

Spatiotemporal features [14] reveal neighborhood infor-
mation. Lin et al. [15] proposed a pursuing dynamic
spatiotemporal model to detect moving objects . In this
model, an autoregressive moving average model is used to
pursue the subspace. The model combines the consistency of
appearance and the temporal coherence of the observations.
Samples at different spatial scales have been presented previ-
ously [14], and a non-parametric multi-scale spatiotemporal
model (MST) was proposed for FS. The visual background
extractor (ViBe) [16] and ViBe+ [17] algorithms are excellent
methods that both use neighborhood information. The ViBe
algorithm uses a random policy to select values to build a
samples-based estimate of the background. Histograms are
also used to allow neighborhood information to be used.
Kita [18] segmented the foreground by analyzing an intensity
histogram for a video sequence. A similar method based on
histograms has also been proposed [16]. Variations in the
intensities of regions are robust to environmental changes,
so the algorithm presented in reference [18] performs better
than other algorithms for complex scenes. In the RMoG
method [10], spatiotemporal features are extracted from the
regions and used as theMoG inputs to allow the foreground to
be segmented. The main difference between the approach we
propose and these spatiotemporal-feature-based algorithms
is that superpixels include neighborhood information and
similarities between the pixels themselves. A superpixel is
a desirable container for neighborhood information.

Superpixels are used for BS in several other algo-
rithms [19]. Patwardhan et al. [20] detected moving objects
using pixels clustered into several pixel layers. In contrast,
the approach we propose involves segmenting a frame into
superpixels based on the similarities between the pixels.
Wu et al. [21] segment the foreground by the trajectories of
pixels, and the foreground is then reshaped with the utiliza-
tion of superpixels. Whereas, we propose involves analyzing
variations in the superpixels to achieve BS. The proposed
approach is closely related to a previously proposed saliency
detection algorithm [19], although the proximity measures
used in that and our approaches are different. The main
difference is that the foreground is captured in the saliency
detection algorithm [19] using gray-scale thresholds, but the
approach we propose captures the foreground by analyzing
variations in the pixel intensities.

It is assumed in the pixel-based algorithms presented
in [5]–[8] that the pixels are independent of each other, and
the neighborhood information between the pixels is ignored.
We propose a superpixel-based algorithm that takes neighbor-
hood information into consideration to improve the robust-
ness of the approach.

III. BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION MODEL
BASED ON SUPERPIXELS
BS based on superpixel segmentation is now explained.
We replaced traditional region segmentation with the

proposed random-SLIC superpixel segmentation method,
which is the extension of the SLICmethod improved by intro-
ducing random variables to the method. Then, we introduce
BS based on superpixels using multiple scales and describe
the process involved in updating the background based on
Gaussian distributions.

A. RANDOM SUPERPIXEL SEGMENTATION
The SLIC algorithm proposed by Achanta et al. [4] has a
simple design concept and is easy to implement. It is also
faster, more memory efficient, and gives better segmentation
performance than other algorithms, and is easily extended
to the generation of superpixels [4]. It is convenient to
control the size of the superpixel area to suit the input
parameters. In this work, we propose a random simple linear
iterative cluster algorithm (R-SLIC) based on this SLIC
algorithm. In our algorithm, a color image is transformed
into a five-dimensional feature vector that includes Lab
color space and XY coordinates, as shown in Figure 2. The
SLIC-initialized search point is at the center of the area,
as shown in Figure 2(a). The R-SLIC-initialized search point
is a random point, as shown in Figure 2(b). The distance
metric is constructed using the five-dimensional feature
vector to calculate the similarities between the pixels to give
pixel clusters. The random points (rather than the segmenta-
tion regional center) are used as the initial points to perform
k-means clustering at the beginning of the clustering process.
The motivation of the random point is that we want the
Matthew effect included in the clustering process, as the
clustering results for a region will be better if the random
point is part of the final standard divided region and the
clustering results will be worse when the random point is a
noise point in the region. Then, the segmentation results under
different-scaled are combined as the final results to improve
the probability of obtaining better results. Benefited from the
Matthew effect, the foreground detection results generated by
random samples becomemore accurate comparedwith that of
the center point.

FIGURE 2. Comparison of the SLIC algorithm and the proposed
random-SLIC algorithm. (a) Standard SLIC search of the entire image.
(b) Random-SLIC search of the entire image.

The formulae used to perform the calculations are

Ci = Random(Pi) (1)
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and

f (Pi) = argmin
j

d(pi, ci), (2)

where is the center of the jth superpixel area according to
the random pixels and Pi is a pixel in the superpixel area.
We select a random center pixel in each superpixel area.
f (Pi) is the cluster initializing process, with pixel Pi in the
jth superpixel area. d(pi, ci) is the distance between pixel pi
and the center of the superpixel area ci.

d
(
pi, cj

)
=

√√√√∑(
kj − ki

)2
N 2
c

+

∑(
hj − hi

)2
N 2
s

k ∈ (l, a, b) , h ∈ (x, y) (3)

In formula (3), k and h are the five vector dimensions of
points i and j, respectively. Using formula (3), we calculate
the distance metric d with the cluster center point i and
then perform the cluster analysis. Nc and Ns are the relevant
parameters. Depending on the cluster center, the pixels in the
2S × 2S region of each cluster center are assigned according
to the distance metric d . Repeated iterations are performed to
calculate distance E between the cluster centers before and
after the process using formula (4).

E =
√
pj(x, y)2 − pj+1(x, y)2 (4)

The cluster process ends when E ≤ Threshold.
We use the R-SLIC algorithm to perform superpixel

segmentation to retain the similarities between the neighbor-
hoods. Importing superpixels decreases the negative impacts
of disconnected pixels on the final results. The accuracy,
robustness, and calculation speed were significantly better
for the R-SLIC algorithm than for the previously used region
segmentation algorithm. The R-SLIC algorithm improves the
robustness of the detection results by ignoring some informa-
tion for the pixels in the same area, but this may cause some
loss of accuracy. We therefore capture the foreground using
different scales. The combined effects modify the BS model.
The superpixel segmentation results are shown in formula (5),

SPi =
{
Spi,j | i ∈ [1, k] , j ∈ 1,Ri

}
, (5)

where i is the scale index and Ri is the number of superpixels
at scale i.

B. FOREGROUND DETECTION
The approaches generally used to detect the foreground are
the frame difference approach, BS, and the optical flow
algorithm. Each algorithm has merits for certain scenarios.
We take BS into account when detecting moving objects.
As mentioned in Section III A, the method is based on
segmentation of the superpixels to detect the foreground.
When detecting the foreground using superpixels we need to
consider the changes in each pixel in each superpixel area.
The changes in the pixels are mapped to the whole superpixel.
The first frame of the video is used as the background.

The background updating model is introduced later on. When
updating the background frames, motion in the background
(such as flowing water and moving leaves) can be removed
throughBS. In the superpixel segmentation area of the current
frame, each pixel in the area with whole pixels in the back-
ground frame in the same area is subtracted. The result is
used as a detection mark on a frame image to improve the
robustness of the model, and we use the minimum difference
as the pixel variation in the current frame. The calculation
method is shown in formula (6),

F (x, y) = argmin ‖It (m, n)− Ib (x, y)‖1
m, n ∈ x, y± R, (6)

where x and y are the pixel coordinates and It is the superpixel
algorithm segmentation region used to show the time in the
current frame.

We use superpixels instead of single pixels to model the
background to allow the relationships between pixels to be
taken into consideration. We take the mean variation of the
pixels in the superpixel area in the current frame to indicate
variations in the whole superpixel. This approach takes the
contribution of each pixel to the final detection result fully
into account. The process is shown in formula (7),

P
(
Spi,j

)
=

∑
x,y∈Spi,j

F(x, y)/
∣∣Spi,j∣∣ , (7)

where (F(x, y)) is the minimum difference in the x, y coor-
dinates and |Spij| is the pixel number in the superpixel area.
The result, after calculating the mean, is compared with the
threshold to determine whether the superpixel is the fore-
ground mask using the formulae

Fgi (x, y)= g(It (x, y) ,Tsp) It (x, y) ∈ Spi,j (8)

and

Fgi (x, y) =
{
1, It (x, y) < Tsp
0, otherwise,

(9)

where g(x, y) indicates whether the subtraction outcome is
the foreground in position (x, y) and Tdp is the threshold (set
in advance). If the result is less than the threshold the area
is marked as background, otherwise the area is marked as
foreground.

The choice of the scale used to segment the superpixel
will affect the accuracy and sensitivity of the final detec-
tion results. Choosing a segmentation scale too small will
give a superpixel area too large. Some pixels in the super-
pixel area will therefore be labeled as foreground and the
others as background. Most of the time-dependent variations
in the pixels are ignored, decreasing the sensitivity of the
final algorithm. In contrast, choosing a scale too large will
give detection results similar to those given by single-pixel
foreground detection, and the final algorithm will not be
sufficiently robust. Here, we take multi-scale segmentation
into consideration. The foreground is merged into the marked
results to capture the foregrounds from the different scales,
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improving the accuracy of the model. The formula used is
shown below.

Fgi (x, y)= (
∑s

i=0
Fgi (x, y))/s (10)

In formula (10), (Fgi(x, y)) are the foreground detection
results at scale i and s is the total number of scales used.
Comparing the mean value with the threshold value gives

result =
{
1, Fgi(x, y) < Tfinal
0, otherwise.

(11)

C. ADAPTIVE BACKGROUND UPDATING MODEL
There will always be some temporal changes in the video
frames. If the background update cannot keep up with rapid
changes of scene, the detection results will contain a wide
range of noise. Also, if the object has disappeared and the
background is not updated quickly there will be a ‘‘ghost.’’
These situations require the background updating to be very
sensitive and robust to allow a moving target to be identified.

We use BS based on improved superpixel segmentation to
mark superpixels as foreground or background. A Gaussian
histogram statistical model is built to update the background.
As shown in Figure 1, we divide the background updating
process into two parts. If the background changes over time
the relevant superpixel is labeled ‘background’ during the
FS procedure. The updating needs to be performed using the
current frame superpixel. The new moving target appears if
a superpixel is labeled as foreground during the background
updating process, unlike in the traditional updating method,
in which the superpixel is directly replaced with new super-
pixels in the current frame.We establish aGaussian histogram
chart to determine whether a superpixel area needs to be
updated in the background frame by counting variations in
the superpixel over a specified period.

The foreground updating process shown in Figure 1 indi-
cates the foreground variation density in each superpixel
region. The horizontal coordinate represents the range of gray
values in the grayscale image, and the vertical coordinate
indicates the frequency with which each gray value occurs
in the same superpixel area at the specified times. We use the
highest occurrence frequency of the gray value as the back-
ground to update the superpixel. Establishing the Gaussian
background updating model effectively avoids ‘‘ghosts’’ and
improves the accuracy of the BS process. The background
value is updated using the formula shown below.

pbk = argmax
∑t

i=1
pi∩p, p = {p1, p2, . . . , pt } (12)

The final results prove that the BS model for a dynamic
background (such as flowing water and leaves moved by the
wind) gives better detection results than could be achieved
using previously available models.

IV. EXPERIMENTS
The robustness and accuracy of the proposed BSmodel based
on superpixel segmentation were verified by comparing

it with four other BS algorithms, namely the MoG algo-
rithm [7], the ViBe+ algorithm [17], the RMoG algo-
rithm [10], and the MST algorithm [14]. Our method
performed foreground detection using the improved super-
pixel segmentation algorithm. We also compared the
results found using the superpixel segmentation under
multi-scale (SPMS) algorithm [22] using different parame-
ters. The experiments were performed using a challenging
database from the change detection net (CDN) [23] bench-
mark, the largest dataset for detecting changes. The dataset
had 11 categories, including baseline, dynamic background,
camera jitter, and intermittent object motion. Experimental
results were available for all scenarios and were used to
evaluate the algorithm performances.

A. EVALUATION METRICS
The recall (Re), precision (Pr), and F-measure (Fm) metrics
are used to evaluate the convincing accuracy and sensitivity
results. Reis the integrity of the detection effect, Pr is the
accuracy of the algorithm, and Fm is a value indicating how
Re and Prcompare. The Re, Pr, and Fm formulae are shown
below.

Re = TP/(TP+ FN ) (13)

Pr = TP/(TP+ FP) (14)

Fm = 2(Pr × Re)/(Pr + Re) (15)

In formulae (13)–(15), TP, TN, FP, and FN are the
numbers of true positives, true negatives, false positives, and
false negatives, respectively. Positives are when the fore-
ground was detected and negatives when the background was
detected. ‘True’ indicates that the detection result was correct
and ‘false’ indicates that the result was not correct.Fm ranged
from 0 to 1. A higher Fm indicates a better performance.

B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The effectiveness, accuracy, and robustness of each algorithm
from each perspective are evaluated using the three evaluation
metrics mentioned above. Proposed approach is compared
with the MoG algorithm [7], ViBe+ algorithm [17], RMoG
algorithm [10], and MST algorithm [14] were tested. The
MoG algorithm [9] and ViBe+ algorithm [17] are BS models
based on signal pixels. The original MoG [7] approach
could not manage marked changes in illumination very
well. This approach uses spatial correspondences between
pixels to detect variations in the pixels, and the detec-
tion results are sensitive to the environment. Unlike the
MoG algorithm, the ViBe+ algorithm uses neighborhood
information to achieve FS. This background model can be
adapted to a changing background (e.g., changes in illumi-
nation and camera jitter) but is limited by ‘‘ghosts.’’ The
RMoG algorithm is somewhat improved relative to the MoG
algorithm, and is a region-based BS method. The RMoG
model is quite capable of handling changes in scene lighting.
The MST algorithm is a region-based multi-scale back-
ground model for detecting motion and is based on features
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containing neighborhoods. It performs well in terms of
the dynamic background. The segmentation Compared with
pixels-based algorithms, these method based on regions
gives better stability for complicated natural environment.
However, the segmentation noise in a region limited the
detection results, since the similarity between pixels and their
neighborhoods varied, and setting the region size indicated
that some neighborhood pixels made negative contributions.
These neighborhood pixels decrease the accuracy and robust-
ness of the final detection results. Our proposed method
based on random superpixel area segmentation can solve this
problem because the region segmentation process depends
on pixel similarity, which decreases the neighborhood pixel
negative contributions and makes the experimental results
more accurate.

The four previously available algorithms have different
strengths, but the proposed method is a multi-scale BS
method based on improved superpixel segmentation. We also
compared the results obtained using the SPMS algo-
rithm [22]. The detection results are available in the CDN [23]
benchmark.

During the experiment, proposed approach are ran under
two sets of parameters, which is shown in Table 1, for the
comprehensive comparison.

TABLE 1. Parameters used to compare the algorithms.

In Table 1, variable Na is the scale used to segment
the superpixels, Nb is the number of scales, and Ns is the
increase in the number of superpixels when using different
scales. We combined the multi-scale segmentation processes
to improve performance.

Considering the length of the paper, we only show the
performance of our algorithm and the other algorithms for
the baseline, dynamic background, bad weather, and camera
jitter scenes using the Re, Pr, and Fm metrics. The results of
the experiments for all the scenes mentioned above except the
dynamic background scene are shown in Figure 4. Randomly
extracted parts of the qualitative results for the foreground
for the different video streams, also without the dynamic
background scene, are shown in Figure 3. The dynamic back-
ground scene differs from the other scenes in that it contains
six video sequences, including flowing water, leaves moving
in the wind, and passers-by. The backgrounds of all six
video sequences were dynamic. The background modeling
procedure was more challenging for the dynamic background
scene than for the other scenes. The dynamic background
scene is shown separately in Figure 6, and the qualitative
results for that scene are shown in Figure 5. The input images
and the ground truths are shown in the first two columns

of Figures 3 and 5. The proposed method output is shown
in the third column, followed by the outputs of the SPMS
algorithm [22], MoG algorithm [7], ViBe+ algorithm [17],
RMoG algorithm [10], and MST algorithm [14]. The ViBe+
algorithm did not yield any results for the bad weather scene,
so the bad weather part of Figure 3 for that algorithm is blank.
The results for our algorithm for each scene are shown in a
red box.

As shown in the Figure 4, there are four video streams
in the baseline scenes. The baseline scene is the most basic
scenario used in all the scenes. This scene was used to
determine the sensitivity of the BS model with little noise
but different light environments. The scene was also used
to determine the accuracy with which the algorithms dealt
with shadows. Our algorithm uses gray features for BS, so the
detection results are not sensitive to shadows. However, the
RSPMS method performs better in terms of the average Re,
Pr, and Fm metrics. Random factors are introduced in the
RSMPS method, decreasing the probability of the edge point
being used as the center for aggregation. The Matthew effect
from multi-scale segmentation improved the Prmetric for all
the video streams. The Fm metric was better for the RSPMS
method than for the SPMS method for the highway, pedes-
trians, and PETS2006 video streams [24]. From Figure 4 it
can be seen that the RSPMS method worked better than
the other BS methods for the highway, office, and pedes-
trians video sequences. This is because using superpixels
and neighborhood information ensures the integrity of the
object contour. However, the results for the PETS2006 video
sequences are disappointing because foreground object shade
is identified as part of each object. Our algorithm did not
handle moving object shadows very well, but the results were
still better than those given by the SPMS method.

The RSPMS algorithm also performed well for the four
bad weather video sequences. The bad weather scenes were
used to attempt to simulate real complex scenes such as
when rain or snow is falling. The main challenges posed by
this scene were that real scenes are unpredictable. Falling
snowflakes or rain make the background noisy and irreg-
ular, in turn making the background training process diffi-
cult. It can be seen from Figure 3 that the foreground
objects detected in the bad weather scene by the MST,
RMoG, and MoG algorithms contain many gaps. These
three methods also produced many false positive regions
in the wet snow video sequence. This is because pixel-
based methods produce a great deal of noise during the
BS process, causing the foreground and background to mix,
thus decreasing the foreground detection accuracy. However,
the proposed algorithm uses superpixels instead of custom
pixels, improving the robustness of the final results. We also
imported random factors. We used random points instead of
the center point during the initial superpixel segmentation
process to reduce the influence of noise. The random factor
was important because it caused the Matthew effect, which
improved the concentration of similar pixels. It can be seen
from Figure 4 that for all scenes (including the blizzard,
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FIGURE 3. Qualitative evaluations of the RSPMS model results for the baseline, camera jitter, and bad weather scenes. All the qualitative
results were followed in the CDN benchmark. (a) Qualitative evaluation of the baseline scene. (b) Qualitative evaluation of the bad
weather scene. (c) Qualitative evaluation of the camera jitter scene.

skating, snowfall, and wet snow scenes) the Fm metric was
higher for the RSPMS algorithm than for the other algorithms
when the threshold is 0.2. This proves that the proposed

algorithm was effective. The BSmodel could not segment the
foreground completely, as shown in Figure 3. The experiment
also proves that the proposed algorithm gave quite good
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FIGURE 4. Quantitative Re, Pr, and Fm metrics for the RSPMS algorithm, the SPMS algorithm, and four state-of-the-art
algorithms. (a) Quantitative metrics for the baseline scene. (b) Quantitative metrics for the bad weather scene.
(c) Quantitative metrics for the camera jitter scene.

integrity and noise immunity. The highest Re and Pr values
were found for one of the two sets of RSPMS parameters for
the skating and snowfall scenes. The results for the other two

sequences were good but no better than the results of all the
other algorithms. Our RSPMS algorithm was one of the best
in terms of precision.
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FIGURE 5. Qualitative evaluation of the RSPMS and other models for the dynamic background scenes. All the qualitative results
were followed in the CDN benchmark.

FIGURE 6. Quantitative Re, Pr, and Fm metrics for the RSPMS, SPMS, and four state-of-the-art algorithms for the dynamic background
scenes.

The BS of real world videos is challenging because
of variations within a scene (e.g., noise background and
bad weather), and because of variations caused by the

camera itself. A moving camera makes the background
dynamic and unpredictable. Camera jitter also introduces
motion blur in input frames, causing some algorithms that
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process moving objects well to perform poorly. It can be
seen from Figure 3 that the proposed RSPMS algorithm
gave relatively good results compared with the results of
the other five algorithms. Using superpixel regions instead
of signal pixels and normal regions greatly improved the
stability of the results given by our algorithm. Camera jitter
blurred the object contours. Neighboring pixels could still
be used to correct the last test results in each superpixel
region. The quantitative metrics shown in Figure 4 indi-
cate that the Re metric was better for our approach
than for the other methods, meaning that the proposed
method performed well in terms of completeness. However,
the method was less accurate than the others because inappro-
priate parameters were used. However, the RSPMS method
was still an improvement on the SPMS method because,
as shown in the last part of the table, the Fm metric
was higher for the RSPMS method than for the SPMS
method.

The dynamic background tests used six video sequences
to cover scenes containing common natural moving back-
grounds. Unlike for the bad weather scenes, the algorithms
were trained to treat moving leaves and flowing water as
the background (rather than training noise). The boats, foun-
tain02, and overpass scenes were analyzed markedly better
by the proposed algorithm than by the other algorithms.
Traditional pixel-based methods such as the MoG algorithm
did not work well because of the dynamic variations in the
background. The region-based approach improved the robust-
ness of the results. The SPMS algorithm used superpixels
to replace the regions and used the range search method to
deal with complex background variation. These experiments
produced some exciting results. Our method was based on the
SPMS method; the Matthew effect made the foreground and
background more clearly segmented than would otherwise
have been the case, and the detection results were therefore
better. In the overpass and boats sequences our proposed
algorithmwas almost 1% better than the five other algorithms
when the threshold was 0.3, as shown in Figure 6. The
RSPMS algorithm did not perform very well for the other
video sequences, especially the fountain01 video sequence.
It can be seen from Figure 5 that the target object under
the fountain was too small for the RSPMS algorithm to
identify, and the proportional changes region for the whole
image in the input frame was small. During the background
updating process the RSPMS algorithm was trained to treat
the target object as part of the background in this situa-
tion. The superpixel scale could be increased to improve
the accuracy of the final results for the fountain01 scene.
In the canoe sequences, the different people in the canoe were
detected as one large region for the same reason and because
of the gray features. The gray values for the foreground
and background were little different. In future we will use
other characteristics, such as texture features, rather than gray
features to improve our algorithm. However, the RSPMS
algorithm was more robust and accurate than the SPMS
algorithm.

V. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a new Background Subtraction model for
detecting moving objects to enrich video data analysis.
The model is based on random superpixel segmenta-
tion instead of custom regions under multiple scales. The
model offers marked advantages over other models for
in complex scenarios since the random factor causes the
Matthew effect, which improves the concentrations of similar
pixels. During foreground detection, better segmentation
can improve the detection accuracy and using superpixels
takes the pixel neighborhood information fully into account.
Proposed approach is compared with existing BS models
based on signal pixels, and is found to perform well in
terms of accuracy. With the consideration of the similari-
ties of pixels, the negative effects of some useless pixels
are decreased, which improves the robustness of proposed
approach. In particular, the random factor introduces the
Matthew effect, which further improves the performance
of proposed approach. Hence, the multi-scale segmentation
strategy allows our method to make up for the loss of accu-
racy caused by the superpixel region segmentation algo-
rithm. These improvements make the algorithm applicable
to dynamic background, bad weather, baseline, and other
categories of video. Comprehensive experiments demonstrate
that the performance of the proposed approach was encour-
aging in comparison with some state-of-the-art approaches.

The method does, however, have some defects. We use
gray features to label variation in the superpixel area during
the foreground detection process, leading to poor detection
results when the target and background colors were similar.
Poor results were found for shadows for the same reason.
In future we will use features such as texture instead of gray
features to improve the detection results.
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